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INFECTIOUSNESS OF VIRAL DEOXYNUCLEIC ACIDS

The genetic importance of nucleic acid was revealed in
tho midd]a of our contury as the result of the well known
-esearch of the active beginning in genetic transformation,
begun in 1944 by Avery, MacLeod, and McCarty, in revealing
the rc,16 of codponents of viral particles in the reproducti:n
of T2 phage, carried out by Hershey and Chase in 1952, and,
fi..ally, the discovery of the inf ctiousness of RNA of to-
bacco mosaic virus by Gehrer and Schramm in Germany and
Fraenkel-Conrat in the U.S.A. in 1956.

At the present time, rather extensive materials have
already been accumulated on the infectiousness of viral
nucleic acids. There are reviews in the literature devoted
to the biological and physicochemical properties of viral
RNA, and also summaries of work on DNA, in which there is
superficial mention of the infectiousness of nucleic acids
of DNA-containing viruses /l, 30, 37, 61, 62, 80, 92, 108,
110, 134/.

infectious DNA has been studied less thoroughly than
transforming DNA since I' in difficult to isolate DNA in
the undamaged state. Ths is especially true of DNA of
large phages, in which the molecular weight of nucleic acid
exceeds 100 million. While in transforming cells can possess
a portion of the bacterial DNA molecule, in the m Jority of
cases infectiousness is associated with the integrity of the
full DNA molecule. The infectiousness of DNA-an index of
its nativeness - is successfully used in research on various
aspects of DNA structure and its functions.

The present review is an attempt to systematize our
knowledge on the infectiousness of DNA of animal and bacter-
ial viruses. In the table characteristics are given of
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viruses and their DNAs, whose infectiousness was studied in
various laboratories. The numbers expressing the DNA content

in virus particles and the molecular weight of the DNA re-

flect only the order of magnitude of these number. Moreover,

these numbers were not determined on all viruses of each

group. The DNA content in virus particles depends on their

degree of purity and the presence among them of incomplete
or empty particles, in which there is little or no DNA. The

molecular weight of DNA, especially in large molecules is

difficult to determine. For greater precision, one char-

acteristically uses very different methods, which do not
always give compatible results. Disru"ti-n of molpcules at

the tine of isolation, ana also their aggregation in several

cases increases the difficulty of obtaining precise figures,
not to mention the limitations of the methods themselves.

Scheme of Research on Infectiousness and Oncogenicity of
Viral DNAs

Before reporting the results of the study of infectious-.
ness and oncogenicity of various DNA's of animal and bacterial
viruses, it Im expedient briefly to decide on an overall scheme
of all experimental work in this field. Detection of infec-
tiousness in preparations of viral DNA and of evidence that
DNA is the active principle in these preparations, can be
broken down into a ser. s of steps.

Deproteinisation of Initial Viral Material. DNA preparations
are isolated from suspensions of virus particles which are
purified to one extent or another or from cells infected with
viruses. The phenol or phenol-detergent method of DNA ex-
traction are usually used. A summary of these methods and
series of reviews /30, 108, 110, 134/ makes It possible not
to discontinue them.

Chemical and Phyalcochemlcal Characteristics of DNA Prepara-
tions Obtained necessary for identification of Isolated sub-
attnces, determination of Impuelties in it, characteristics
of DNA structure (double stranded, single stranded, intact,
disrupted, etc.). In a series of works the determination of
activity precedes fractionation of the preparation.

Detection of Virus or Viral Infection, for example a cyto-
pathic effect or malignant transformation of cells after
addition of DN4A preparations, and identification of virus
particles formed by very different virological methods.

Research on the Nature of Infectious Origin In TVA prepara-
tions including the usual treatment of these preparations
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with DNAase, RNAase (free from contamination with DNAase
proteases, antiviral sera, heated at a temperature which
inactivates whole virus (DNA is more stable). If the DNA
is infectious, only DMAase, even in very low doses, inacti-
vates the preparations. In order to comrletely exclude the
possibility of an effect of viral impurities in the prepara-
tions, the infectiousness of DNA was tested on cells which
were not infected with intact virus.

Elimination of Activation of Latent Viruses. In order to
control the possibility of activation by DNA preparations of
liat viruses found integrated with the host genome, DNA
was added to cells isolated from healthy cells and tissues;
moreover, cells or whole organisms not containing latent
viruses were used as recipients.

Not all works utilised all possible evidence of DNA
activity. in revealing the infectiousness of DNA; however,
one or another of the methods of identification of the active
principle were used In all of them, If viruses studies were
arranged in the table in order of decreasing ese, the
further presentation would first look at mammalian viruses,
then - insect, and then - bacterial, while in each group it
will be possible to keep chronological succession in the
review of detection of Infectiousness of viral DNA.

Research on Infectiousness and Oncogenicity of DNA of Animal
Viruses (Mammalian an Insect)

Viruses of the Papova Group

This group includes polyema, shop* papilloma, cattle
papilloma, human papilloma, SV40 vacuolising virus, etc.
These are formed In the tell nuclei, where o.ystal-like
accumalatiornis form. These small viruses possess infection
and oncogenic properties. Upou infection of cells of even
one clone, they cause either the infectious pree* and
synthesis of virus particles, or transforxa:.Jcn of" cello
into tumors, It is possible that thm oneoenic pro,~rtles
(integration by the cell genome) of these virusa bre asso-
ciated with the fact that their DNA has known portions of
nucleotide aequenoe which is coplimntary to the nueleo-
tide sequence of the DNA of the cell-hosts. This was found,
for example, for polyoma virus DNA /40, 153/ and Shope papil-
losa /153/.

The virus from which Infectious DNA was firet success-
fully isolated was the S polyome virus. This occurred



in 1959 in Bendich's laborator'y In the U.S.A. /69/. DNA
preparations were extracted by the phenol method from un-
purified virus suspension, and also from mouse embryo tibsue
cultures infected with te virus. DNA solutions at a con-
centration of 3-30 g/ml possessed a cytopathogenic effect
and caused reproduction of spedific infectious virus.
LNAase treatment destroyed the activity of the preparation,
RNAase had no e *fect on them. Nucleases did not act on the
virus.

The infectiousness of polyoma viril DNA was then demon-
strated in a series of experiments. A method was introduced
for quantitative determination of the activity of DNA prep-
arations according to the appearance of infectious centers
on a monolayer of calls in culture, which made the work
easier. After addition of the DNA preparations, virus was
detected by the appearance of infectious centers on mono-
layer cells, /53, 149, 151/, formation of specific virus
incorporation and antibodies to the virus [120 ]or develop.-
ment of 4 umors in the hosts [28, 121] and transformation of
cells in culture/55, 88/. All of these were characteristic
for polyoma virus.

The infectiousness and oncogenicity of DNA was shown not
only for polyoma virus of the usual strain, but also for a
variance of the virus giving small infectious centers [55 j,
and for strain No. 13 of the virus/28/. Well reproduced
biological effect, associated with reproduction of virus
after addition of DNA preparations from polyoma virus, made
it possible to study the time of appearence of viral DNA in
an Infected cell /8/ , the interaction of the virus genuM
and the genum of the cell upon its infection /S3/, and also
the nature of the infectious material, the connection between
DNA structure and its biological function, (of below).

In 1960 Ito extracted DNA from tissues of papilloma and
purified virus of shope papilloma, solutions of which were
rapld.y injected in the skiii of domesticated and wild rabbits
/17, 99. 101/ . After 2-6 weeks a change In the cells at
the site of the Injectton developed, which was --lso observed
upon injection of irtact virus. The results of the exper9ment
of Ito et al were confirmed by other investigators /93/
From the cells changed under the effect of DNA, typical virus
particles were Isolated 160/. In several cases transforma-
tion to carcinomas, developing from Injection of papilloma
virus or DNA, from which infectious (oncogenic) DNA could
sometimes be isolated in turn, /17, 102/. Immune antiviral
serum or RNAas had no effect on the activity of shope pap-
illoma virus DNA prepirationa; DNAase did not remove their

I ~' effect either.
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As has recently appeared, bovine papilloma virus 7an be
detected by specific changes (transformation) of cultures of
cells of calf embryo skin or moume embryos, and also by the
appearance of tumors upon injection into newborn hamsters.
This permitted testing of biological activity of DNA prepara-
tions from virus particles. Viral DNA in this case also
possessed oncogenicity, since it led to transformation of
cells in vitro and to the development of fibromas and fibro-
sarcomas in hamsters over the course of 6 - 10 months in
50% of the recipients, /52/. Neither DNA from healthy tissues,
!,or viral DNA treated with DNAase were active.

In 1962 Gerber isolated DNA from concentrated suspension
of SV40 virus and other authors did so from cultures of mon-

key kidney cells infected with this virus; this DNA caused
synthesis of virus and cytopathic effect upon infection of
monkey cells sensitive to the virus /51, 82/. The synthesis
of virus in cells in tnis case ias rot the rosult of acti-
vation of latent virus, since the DNA from healthy cells did
not cause its formation, as in the preceeding experiments
with DNA from bovine papilloma virus. The virus appearing
after addition of DNA to the cells was identical to the
original in all properties.

Complete exclusion of the possibility of activation of
latent SV40 virus upon addition of DNA was observed in ex-

periments of Swedish authors, who in 1963 showed the sensi-
tivity to viral DNA of cells of mouse embryos, bovine and
pig kidneys and lungs in tissue culture, which are not in-
fected with virus and do not cont_'in it in the latent state
/68/. Upon addition of viral DNA, cells of these cultures
imdergo transforamation, which is easy to detect. A similar
method of determining SV4 0 activity by transformation of

fibroblasts, which is also used for detection of polyoma
vlrus, made it possible to show the activity of DNA by the
acceleration ;f the growth of cells, appearance of large
r lonies, whose cells produced tumors In hosts /49/. SV4 0
DNA also induces synthesis of SV4 0 T-antigen in cells/50/.

Thus, in all vlruies tested of the papova group DNA proved
to be infectious and oncogenic. This was shown both in
Mmimalian cells sensitive to whole virus, and in those
resistant to it. DNA activity was removed by DNAase, 'ut
not by other enzyn.3s or virus antibodies.

It should be noted that the biologically active DNA
was extracted only from virus suspension and from cells and
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tissues from which it was possible to obtain free virus
particles, but not from those in which complete association
of viral and cell genomes had occurred, From polyoma cells
not transformed by the virus, aot liberating virus, neither
oncogenic nor infectious DNA was isolated /149/. This con-
cerns carcinoma cells, caused by shope papilloma virus [931 ,
and concerns transplanted fibrosarcoma end ependymoma, in-
duced by SV40 virus /83, 130/.

Viruses of the Smallpox Group

This group includes the largest known viruses: smallpox
vaccine virus, smallpox virus, fibroma and myxoma of rabbits
and others. Despite many attempts over a long period rf
time infectious DNA has not been obtained from these viruses.
However, as has been shown by research of Kilham, Joklik et
al, in 1950-1960, the Berry-Dedrick, already observed 30
years ago, may be explained by the activity of DNA of heated
nayxoma firus 192 ]. This phenomenon, as is known, is inclu-
ded in the restoration of Infectious properties of heat in-
activated myxoma viruses upon injection into rabbits in a
mixture with intact fibroma virus. Probably, the DNA of
neated virus, injected together with the fibroma virus into
cells, also reproduces virus particles. Free myxoma DMA
virus was not obtained in the infectious state.

The first attempt to isolate infectious DNA from small-
pox vaccine virus also ended unsuccessfully /123, 139/. As
explained /123, 14/, phenol with deoxycholate in the cold
freeze 10-20% of the DNA from purified virus, while only
single stranded. DNA is isolated by this method 'from certain
deficient virus particles which sediment mozv slowly during
centrifugation, and which are also distinguishable from heavy
ones by electron microscopy. The basic mass of the viral
DNA is double hellcal and ib found in the heavy particles.
It can be obtained from a virus suispension by treatment with
mercaptoethanol and pronase - a protease with a wide spectrum
of activity, obtained from streptomyces griseus.

Neither double helical nor single helical kept DNA in
these experiments were infectious. The use of hot phenol or
phenol with dodecylsulfate for the infectiun of DNA from the
virus or from cells infected with virus also did not lead to
liberation of active DNA /58/.

Infectious DNA was only obtained from viruses of the
smallpox group in 1964 in two laboratories: Abel and Trautner
in Germany and BabbRr in India. In the experiments of these
authors, DNA from smallpox virus or smallpox vaccine virus
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caused the formation of pustules (pox) in chick embryo cells
spontaneously [38L of only after controlled passages through
choriallantolc membrane (CAM) /41/. In the latter case
upon addition of only DNA isolated in CAM no pustules formed
even when obtaining DNA from a virus suspension with high
titer (0.5 . 1012 PSU/ml). In experiments by Abel and Trautner
DNA was liberated from the virus with the help of enzymes
(cf below), and in Babbar's experiments, by the phenol meth-
od, the details of which we do not describe.

Virus of Herpes Group

This group includes herpes simplex virus, pseudorabies
virus and other. In our laboratory, I. P. Stasevskoy has
undertaken to attempt to isolate infectious DNA from herpes
virus. DNA was isolated 48 hours after infection with virus
from mouse brain by the phenol-detergent method. In all
four DNA preparations were isolated from brain tissue, and
0.03 ml of this suspension contained 14 L of virus. About
20-80 ug of DNA preparation was injected in mice intra-
cerebrally (in all 52 mouse-recipients were used). In not
one case was the development of herpetic encephalitis ob-
served. Control mice, which were injected with a suspension
of brain infected with virus, all died from encephalitis.
DNA was not active when tested in a culture of A-I cells
either: no cytopathic effect was noted. There have been no
successful attempts to isolate viral DNA from culture fluids
containing virus or from pseudorabies virus (Bucharest strain)
precipitated by centrifugation /103/ . Extracts with DNA
were added to chick embryo cell cultures.

Thus, infectious DNA has not as yet been isolated from
viruses of this group. It is probable thai the titers of the
original viruses were insufficient for good yield of viral
DNA, and was too little for infection of the cells.

Adenoviruses

As is known, there are about 30 types of viruses in the
adenovirus group - both infectious and oncogenic (Types 7,
12, 18). According to the data of Green et al, the nucleo-
tide composition of DNA from tumofacient adenoviruses differs
from tho composition of infectious DNA with lower DC content,
whigh more closely approximates the composition of mammalian
DNA., The nucleotide sequence in DNA of viruses of the types
12 ind 18 is rather close, but between the DNA of these viruses

and of viruses types 2 and 4 there is less relationship. In-
fectious DNA was isolated from three types of adenoviruses in
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1961 in the laboratory of Portocala in Rumania /125/. The
culture fluid from amnitic cells infected with adenovirus,
served as material for extraction of DNA. Biological effect
of DNA preparations was reiealed in the cytopathic effect.
The activity of the preparations was supressed by DNAase,
but not RNAase. Identification of the virus obtained after
addition of DNA to the cells showed that according to sero-
logical properties it belongs to adenovirus type 3.

During reproduction of adenovirus type 3 in mice - the
carriers of Ehrlich ascites carcinoma, the Rumanian investi-
gators obtained strains of the virus with new properties:
AE1 and AE2 . DNA extracted from these viruses caused a

cytopathic effect upon infection of cell cultures. Virub~s
formed after addition of DNA did not differ from the original
strains of AE1 and AE2 in serological properties A31/.

Thus, the properties of ade-ovirus which change during
its propagation in sasc'tes cancer cells, were transmitted to
later generations of virus particles with the help of viral
DNA. AE2 virus was shown to be carcinogenic. This causes

the formation of tumors when injected into hamsters. DNA
preparations extracted from these tumors possess even greater
carcinogenicity than the virus itself, /132/. The authors
of these works assume that AE2 virus is a harbor of adeno-

virus type 3 and a hypothetical virus which causes Ehrlich
carcinoma, and that the AE2 virus transforms normal cells to

tumorous ones as is observed in viruses of the papova group.

Insect Viruses

Insect viruses belong both to the RNA and to the DNA
types. The infectiousness oT phenol preparations of RNA
of virus particles was studied only in the case of the virus
of cytoplasmic polyhedrosis of Dasychira (Dasychira pudi-
bunda L.) [1121. The biological activity of this DNA, ob-
served upon injection of RNA preparations into gypsy moths
(Lymantria dispar L.), also inoculated with whole virus, dis-
appeared after 3 hours of incubation at 370C, and also at
500C forlO minutes upon addition of RNAase which does not
affect the intact virus.

Of all the remaining viruses affecting insects, the
infectiousness of the nucleic acids has been determined in
the group of DNA-containing viruses of nuclear polyhedrosis
of Lapidoptera: mulberry and oak silkworms. Polyhedral
proteins (approximately 95%) and virus particles (approxi-
mately 5%) enter into the composition of nuclear polyhedrom. -
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crystalline bodies of inclusions having dimensions 0.5 -15 P
and forming in the cell nuclei. Among the small number of
other substances in the polyhedrons are DNA, detected in
them by L. M. Tarasevich in 1946 /32/ and which have been
studied in several laboratories, among them ours /25/. The
origin and function of this polyhedral RNA is unclear; not
more than 1% is found in polyhedrons, and sometimes it is
not detected at all.

The DNA of nuclear polyhedro3i8 virus of mulberry silk-

worm is double helical 5, 119/ ,. probebly circular /20,
35/ and has a low molecular weight: 1.7-2.2 million /25,
119/ or somewhat higher, approximately 3-5 million /36/.

Nuclear polyhedrosis virus of the oak silkworm served as
the first subject for study of the Infectiousness of DNA among
all the animal and bacterial viruses. It was on this in 1954
that S. M, Gershenzon demonstrated the possibility of recon-
struction of virus from nucleic acid and protein /2/ . Both
of these colponents were separately not infectious for silk-
worm larvae. If this solution of DNA extracted by the salt
method from polyhedrons and the polyhedral proteins were
mixed in various volumes and incubated together for 7 hours,
and then injected into insects, typical virus infection,
readily diagnosed by the appearance of polyhedrons in the
cell nuclei, appeared in the recipients.

In 1958 at the Fourth International Biochemical Congress
in Vienna, Bergold presented the results of his experiments
in the study of biological activity of phenol preparations of
DNA from purified nuclear polyhedrosis virus of mulberry silk-
worm /47, 48/. Infectiousness of DNA was not detected either
in his experiments or in the research of Chinese authors who
tested the activity of 6 DoA~preparations from polyhedrons
/81/.

The first report of Infectiousness of DNA preparations
from nuclear polyhedrosis virus were made at the First All
Union Biochemical Conference /26/. It was shown that DNA
preparations extracted not from purified virus, but from the
tissues of caterpillars infected with the virus, caused the
development of nuclear polyhedrosis in larvae of the mulberry
silkworm. Further research has established that the funda-
mental infectious principle in these first preparations of
DNA was virus specific RNA (of below), and the low DNA acti-
vity was explain ed by disruption of its structure at the time
of extraction /21, 35/.
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Infectious DNA was successfully obtained by the use of
RNAase treatments of tissue homogenates and careful extraction
of the preparations by the phenol-detergent method /7, 18,
21, 22/ . The molecular weight of these preparations, rep-
resenting DNA of infected cells with addition of DNA virus,
was several million. Disruption of the DNA structure led to
a reduction of biological activity of the preparations, ex-
pressed in per cent causing polyhedrosis in recipients, from
58 to 37 /31, 35/. Complete disruption of the DNA by heating
for one hour at 100)C destroyed the activity of the Drenara-
tions. DNA from healthy insects, despite data of other auth-
ors /54/, did not cause nuclear polyhedrosis in a single
case against abackground of viro, average or high polyhedro-
sis, spontaneously caused in re@.pients as a result of acti-
vation of latent virus /20/. The activity of infectious DNA
preparations was reduced exponentially by dilution /7/. Upon
storage of DNA under asceptic conditions at 4 or 37C its
activity fell slowly, still remaining at a rather high level
after 16-24 hours. Even at very low concentrations (0.1-5
mg/ml) DNAase reduced or completely destroyed the infectious-
ness of the preparations /20/. Heatirg the preparations at
870 for 15 minutes, which inactivates whole virus, did not
noticeably reduce the activity of the DNA preparations /7/.
The infectious DNA had a wider circle of affected hosts than
the intact virus: it caused formation of polyhedrons in
cabbage butterfly /6, 20/ - and insects belonging to Lepidop-
tera, which is not sensitive to the virus.

The biological activity of these preparations is explained
by the presence of infectious viral DNA. It expressly causes
infection, and not aotivtioia of latent virus, since the re-
cipients in the experiment were larvae of the mulberry silk-
work, in which the addition of various substances does not
cause activation of latent virus; DNA caused polyhedroals in
cabbage butterfly, in which there is no latent virus, and,
finally, DNA of healthy Inse6cts was not active.

The disruption of infectious DNA in experiments with
preparations of DNA from infected insects was confirmed by
the results of research on the biological activity of DNWA

of polyhedrons obalned with the help of alkaline phenol
?5] , and also from purified virus particles /25, 119/.
The results of our experiments, partially published, showed
that acid phenol did not liberate DNA from polyhedrons, re-
covering only polyhedral RNA in aqueous solution. Upon
treatment of these polyhedrants with phenol at pR 8.2-8.6
both nucleic acids are liberated, while the infecti.ousness
of their mixture is suppressed by the action of TMAase, but
not RNAase. DNA from purified virus is readily destriyed

A



by making the phenol alkaline after treatment of the virus
of pronese.

DNA preparations from insects stricken with polyhedrosis
and from pelyhedrons, which were infectious in our experiments
in all insects, did not cause formation of. polyhedrons in
tissue cultures of mulberry silkworms /29/. In all (together
with the experiments of which the results have been published)
15 series of such experiments were conducted. The appearance
of polyhedrons in the nuclei of xonad or hemolymph cells was
not noted either upon addition of DNA or upon addition of
purified virus or in polyhedrons washed from hemolymphs. It
Is not clear whether in general nucleic acid or viruses pene-
trate into the' cells under culture conditions. They are in-
fected only by diluted infectious hemolymphs containing both

polyhedrons and also virus particles and, probably, some otherfactor promoting infection of the cells in cultures.

Research on Infectiousness of DNA

of Bacterial Viruses (Phages)

Small Phages of Intestinal Bacilli

After discovery of the infectiousness of polyoma virus
DNA, *X174 phage DNA, which is infectious for protoplasts,
was isolated in the Sinhelmer's laboratory in 1960, and the
interaction of the DNA anO cells wer studied, /90/. Infec-
tious DNA has also been isolated in other laboratories from
this phage /l, 74, 95, 136, 150/ and from its mutant/M4/.
DNA preparations from a suspension of phage particles was
infectious not only for protoplasts and apheroplasts of 3,
cell strains sensitive to the phage, but also to other strains
of intestinal bacilli and related bacteria not infected by
intact phage. Moreover, bacteria without membrane in general
were infected only by DNA preparations, and not by whole
phage particles, which immediately excluded the possibility
of activity of phage contaminanta in the DNA preparations.
Among the phage particles only the heavy ones are coplete
(114 f); and these particles in the DNA extracted trom them
wore infections, while the more slowly sedimentinag particles
(70 f) were not active and their DNA weas also not Infectious/14/.

DNA preparations were also successfully ,xtracted from
bacteria infected with phage, and produced typical virus
infection /98/. The questions of infectiousness of repli-
cative DNA of this phage, detected in infected cells, will
be considered below.
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The detailed study of infectiousnesa, physicochemical
properties of #n174 phage DNA, and the conditions of its
penetration into cells has permitted the use of DNA of this
phage in a series of studies as a standard for the comparison
of properties of other infectious nucleic acids /12, 34, 144/,
for testing the effect of various ehemical agents on nucleic
acids, for example carcinogens /97/, for studying the proceas
of reactivation of DNA after its irradiation with ultraviolet
light /129/. Signs of infectiousness of #X174 phage DNA have
served as an indicator in determining the molecular weight of
this DNA by radiosensitivity /85/and have also permitted in-
vestigation of the formation and method of replication of
nucleic acid during synthesis of #X174 phage in tue cell
/67/.

Infectious DNA preparations have also been extracted from
several other small related phages of icosahedral form. The
infectiousness of M20 phage DNA was demonstrated in Rofsch-
neider's laboratory/ 96/. B. N. Il'yashenko et a! have iso-
lated infectious DNA from phages recently isolated from lakes
near Moscow, such as 1 -1, 1l* -3, 1 -7 1# -9, d# -3, 3, -4,
and d 0-5 /16/. DNA from It-7 ph-e hs been studied in
greater detail. It has b*en demonstrated that upon its addi-
tion to apheroplasts of bacteria sensitive and nonsersitive
to whole phage, synthesis of phage particles occurs /12-l'.
Infectious DNA of this phage has been used for study of the
effect of ultraviolet light on DNA and protection from this
rad' ation/8/.

Active, infectious DNA has also been obtained from fila-
mentous phages. The isolation of M14 phage (as well as the
spherical phage M20 ) was begun with the observation of In-

fectiousness of its DNA. Tile phage was isolated from sterile
smears formed during infection of apheroplasts of the male
strain R. coli P+ (which only infect filamentous phages) by
phenol preparations of nucleic acids from cell lysates treated
with samples of stagnant water/9/ DNA has also been iso-
lated from another filamentous phage - fd- discovered in
Hoffmann-Berling's laboratory. Although the intact phage
infected only whole C. coll P cella, DNA preparations after
deproteinisation with phenol Infected spheroplasts of female
E. coli P- cells /94/ . Inraot filamentous phages, like
other phages In general, do not infect sphbroplasts.

Large and Medium Phages of Intestinal Bacilli

All of these phages which served as subjects for iso-
lating DNA and testing Its .infectiousness cause the usual
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infectious process in cells. Only X phage belongs to the
temperate ones, capable of uniting its ganome with the
genome of the host.

After Hoshey and Chase showed in 1952 that the T)NA, (and
not the protein coat),is injected into the bacteria during
phage infection, and infectious RNA was isolated from TMV in
1956, a series of investigations were carried out on the
possibility of obtaining infectious DNA from large T-even
phages. It was shown that T-even phages treated with urea
infect the cells of bacteria without membranes, and not in-
tact cells. However, these preparations were sensitive to
the action of trypsin. As has been explained, the active
principle in these preparations (n factor) is the damaged
phage partimle and not the DNA. /106, 110/. It may very well
be that the unsuccessful attempts to isolate infectious DNA
from '2 p-hagk particles by the phenol method failed because
of the difficulties in obtaining linear DNA molecules in an
undamaged *tat* AO, 115/. The biological activity L. DNA
preparations isolated from T4 phage has been demonstrated as
yet only in genetic reco~mnation between purifled phage DNA
and hage treated with urts during infection of spheroplasin
/30. DNAaae treatment of the DNA preparations, as usual,
reduced their activity, and trypsin has no effect on them.
This phenomneion has been termed Ophage transformation". It
occurs upon incorporation of fragments of DNA isolated from
the phage into DNA genetically distinct from the phage.

While there are phages of the T-series from which in-
factious DNA was succossfully isolated after unsuccessful
attempts /10/, it has only been isolated from T, and T7 pha&e.

In research by Evans at al, a preliminary report which appear-
ed in 1962 has demonstrated 'the infectiousness of TWA from
?I phage /56/. Upon comparison of its activity In infectious-
ness with DNA from Aphage it was revealed that ?I phage MNA
is 10 time loe active and loss stable upon storage. In-
fatious DNA was also obtained from T7 phage particles in the
sam laboratory /57/.

The most infectious DNA from small phages has been
studied In oXI74 phage, and from average phages, from phage a.
Even in 1960 in Kiser's laboratory /106/ biological activity
was detected in MHA isolated from one of the variants of
A phage - the defective phage Adg: with its help one can
transfer portions of the DNA of a cell of one host to the
DNA of another, auxotrophlo In Oel (the phenomenon of trans-
duction). This activity sopearod only in the presence of
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"helper" - phage, which causes the phenomenon of competence
in the bacteria-recipients. In Kiser's experiments A dg phage
DNA penetrating into the cell was practically entirely in-
corporated in the genome of the bacteria, transforming it
to prototrophic (GAL+ ) and lysogenic for Adg phage. In sub-
sequent work Kiser showed /105/ the infectiousness of INA of
this Aphage in the same system with "helper". The detection
of reproduction of Xphage heze was carried out on strains of
bacteria-indicators, which are not sensitive tod progeny of
"helper"-phages. Kiser's method was then used in further
research on the structure of infectious phage DNA (ef below).

The usual infection of spheroplasts of E. coli with the
help of Aphage DNA was first established in Evans' laboratory
in 1961. In this case DNA. preparations were isolated from
suspensions of virus particles, and maintained its infectious
properties for at least three days /15/. The fact Qf the
infectiousness of l phage DNA for spheroplasts was confirmed
recently by other investigators /5, 13/, and It has been
shown, in addition to previous demonstrations of the infec-
tiousness of DNA alone, that antiphage serum does not affect
the activity of phage DNA. DNA isolated from cells lysogenic
for Aphage, was not infectious /70/.

Aphage DNA was also Infectious for spheroplasts of S.
cali cells of strains which are not infected by phage, but
the yield of phage is higher from cells of the specific host
/73/. This is also observed in the case of DNA of other
viruses and phages, for example #X174 phage /l, 12/. This
may depend on differential permeability of DNA in various
cels, destruction of DNA in "foreign" cells and a decrease
in the yield of virus particles In the cell. Consequently,
the specificity of virus-cell interaction is insured not only
by nroteins of the phage particles, which are necessary for
adsorption and penetration of the phage into the cell, but
also,probably, to some extent on the structure of the phage
DNA itself. The nature of this specificity is not clear,
and it is possible that methylation plays some role here.

Apha-e DNA under known conditions causes the formation
of phage particles in a cell-free system. Tn all experiments
on oxtracellular synthesis of components of virus particles
after addition oV viral RNA or DNA, which it is not possible
to consider here, only in the research of Kokhran, which he
reported In 1964, was formation of whole THY particles demon-
strated with the help of electron microscopy /27/, and an
experiment In Evans' laboratory showed clear evidence for
synthesis of whole phage particles in a "ell-free system
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/111/. Infectious Aphage DNA was added to a system of E.
coli cells strain 3350/i destroyed by various methods.
Whole bacteria and spheroplasts of this strain are not in-
feted either by intact phage or by phage DNA under the
conditions in which the experiments were carried out. The
amount of phage synthesized in this system was determined
by the formation of infectious centers on E. coli strain
W-1485, which is not sensitive to phage DNA. At the time of
incubation of Aphage DNA with cell homogenates, the appear-
snoe of material which is Infectious for W-l%5 cells was
observed. If only phage DNA was synthesized, and not whole
phage, the uterial could not have infected the cells. Thus,
synthesis of virus components and their assembly into whole
virus particles my also occur in cell-free systems, which
is interesting from the theoretical point of view and, possi-
blyo is also applicable for obtaining virus in vitro.

Phages of Heay Bacilli

As has been demonstrated in various laboratories, DNA

preparations from transducing phages SP 10, S 1 /117, 142/
and PBS X 1351carry a portion of the DNA of host-cells. It
Is Interesting that in contrast to the temperate transducirg
)phage, the SP 10 phage DNA has no portion which is compli-
mentary to bacterial DNA /W. In DNA preparations isolated
from the phage there are fragments of cellular DNA, which are
not permanently associated with the phage DNA and which can
be separated from the latter by gradient centrifugation /117/.

In 1962 Romig first Isolated infectious DNA from a
B. subtilla phage from a suspension of SP 3 phage /128/, The
DhA was infectious for whole cells, competent for genetic
transformation. The caper ty for transformation and Infec-
tion of the phage DNA preparations were demonstrated paral-
lely. The question of competence has boon well clarified In
the literature /13, 30/ and wo will not touch on this here.
Infeotious DNA was soon Isolated successfully from large
phagoe SP 8 and SP 82, which are close in site to T2 phage
/43, 89/. Green obtained DNA preparations from SP 82 phage,
which are not sensitive to pronese and whicP, retain infec-
tiousness for six months at 40cin the prbience of chloroform
/89/. Infection of cells was not achieved at low TWA concen-
trations. The author concludes that 3-4 MA molecules are
required for formation of ono infectious center. It is possi-
ble that here, an in the case of another large phage SPO 1,
when fragments of phage DNA war active during multiple in-
fection of competent cells /11;7, DNA molecules damaged
during extraction complement each other, as on a template,
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and synthesis of complete phage DNA may occur. A mixture of
DNA from two different phage mutants was used for infection
and work with SPO 1 phage. It was demonstrated that recom-
binatio, of two or more DNA fragments is involved in the for-
mation of intact phage particles. Infectious DNA was also
obtained from other large phages of B. subtilis, such as *-l
and #-.25 A27/. Tnfectious DNA was also isolated by Foldes
from SF 5U phage which infects cells of hay jacilli, which
are somewhac smaller in size than T2 phage V -t larger than

T1 phage /78/. All of these were infectious stages. Active

DNA hia ,aot been isblated from the temperate phages of the
SP series /77/. From the medium phage #-29 of hay bacilli
/127/, and alse from No. 2c phage, infectious DNA prepara-
tions have been extracted with DNA of molecular weight of
2 million /122/, which is not surprising since cases of in-
fectious DNA with very high molecular weights have baen
brought to Light.

Phages of Other Bacteria

Although infectious DNA has not yet been obtained from
temperate phages of hay bacilli, yet temperate phages of
hemophilus influenzas has served as a source for biologically
active DNA. The phages HP 1 and S 2 are close in form and
size to coli phages T1 And T5 respectively. DNA from a sus-

pansion of HP I phage F4IJ and from S 2 phage /87/ were in-
fectious for competent H. influenzae cells. The DNA was in-
activated by DNAase, but was not affected by trypsin, to
which the whole phages are sensitive. 're infectiousness of
DNA of S 2 phags was very high and was 10-30% as active as
Inturt hage. iA isolated from laogenic bacteria (for
H? 1 phage), upon addition to nonlysogenic cells free from
prophage close formation in them of phage particles /91/.
One could suppose that prophage DhA can be isolated in the
infclioua state. However, as was shown in% phale, in viruses
of the papova group or insect viruses (of above), neither
prophegms nor provirvses have yet been iaol~tod in the in-
fectious form in a single cae. It is possible that in H.
Influenzae with prophage RP 1 # portion of the cella already
con tin phage particles entering by means of Activation of
latent phage, and also freed active DNA from them.

Infectious double-stranded phsge D-29 DNA from myco-
bacteria infected waole oycobacterium smegmtis nells,
forming infoctious centers. The relationship of active DNA
preparations to DNAaae and trypbin se as usual, bit upon
treitment with RMAsse approximately 5-fold reduction in in-
fectiousness was observed 447/. 't is not yet clear how
RNAaa6 (50 p'ml) forms an inactive cmplex with DNA.
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Formation of Virus Particles Upon Addition of
Infectious DNA to Cells of Very Distantly Related Hosts

As we have already said, infectious viral DNA has a wider
circle of susceptible hosts than whole virus. This was also
demonstrated for infectious RNA /1, 110/. However, until
very recently the infectiousness of nucleic acids was tested
on strains not sensitive to virus, but related to the ratural
strains and types of host cells. Abel and Trautner first
demonstrated in smallpox group viruses that passaging of
viral DNP through competent cells of hay bacilli increased
the yield of infectious material /38/.

By more detailed consideration of experiments and in-
fectiousness of DNA from animal viruses for bacterial cells,
it should be noted that the deproteinization of viruses
(Utrecht strain, mutants of rabbit smallpox and Brighton
strain of cowpox) was carried out with a complex of enzymes
isolated by the authors, by "stripping" the virus under
natural corditions during its entry into the cell. Prepara-
tions obtained 4 this way were purified In a series of cases
by density gradient centrifugation. These preparations were
incubated with bacterial cells which were then disrupted, the
homogenated dialyzed and chick embryo fibroblasts were in-
fected with them. The activity of the preparations was deter-
mined by estimating the pustules formed. Tt has been shown
that after passage through B. subtilis the infectiousness
of preparations, which are inactivated by DNAase in controll-
ed experiments but not by viral antiserum, .and which are not
precipitated by centrifugation at 60,000 g, increases by
three orders of magnitude. Dhring centrifugation in a density
gradient the basic ma-s of these infectioua preparations co-
rresponded in properties to viral DNA and not to virus. If
transforming DNA from hay baeilli cell3 was added to the
bacteria in addition to these preparations, Its infectious-
ness dropped. This phenomenon is usually observed during
infaction of competent cells by phage DNA. Thus, the results
of ll these experiments indicate that the infectious prin-
ciple in the pzmparations was viral D!'A.

The activity of a contaminant of whole virus particles
in this DNA could not explain the results obtained, since
the cells which were infected by subviral matter, were -ot
sensitive to virus.

In bacterial cells infected with DNA preparations virus
particles were synthesized wich were idontified by a series
of traits. The possibility that DNA added to the bacterial
cells was retained in them and that this caused infection of
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ribroblasts, was excluded by experiments indicating complete
insensitivity of the yield of virus from bacterial cells to
fNAase, its precipitability at 60,000 g and inactivation by
antiserum to the virus.

Synthesis of vaccine virus was also obtained in sphero-
ulasts of intestinal bacilli in experiments of Babbar et al
/41/. In this case DNA was isolated by the phenol method.
The supernatant solution, collected after centrifugation of
spheroplasts infected with viral DNA and then disrupted, caused
the formation of pock marks when applied to sensitive animal
cells. If an increase in the amount of viral DNA or for-
mation of protective protoin coat around the DNA had not
occurred in the spheroplasts, then the infectiousness of the
homogenate of Infected protoplasts would not have been detec-
ted, since even introduction only of DNA isolated from virus
into chick embryos did not cause the appearance of pock marks.
In these experiments Indian &uthors did not investigate the
nature of the infectious principle, which was formed in the
protoplasts. To them this could be either free viral DNA in
larg6 amounts synthesized in protoplasts or virus particles
which formed in them.

The experiments by Abel and Trautner on the synthesis of
animal viruses in bacterial cells has aroused great interest
in a series of similar investigations. Thus, Bayrauther and
Romlg, using the 6xperiental scheme of these authors with
competent hay bacillus cells have shown that polyoma virus
DNA after passaging in bacterial cells yields virus which
form both infectious centers and foci of transformed cells on
a monolayer of mammalian cells /43/. Calculations have shown
that one infectious center appears for each DNA molecule add-
ed to the bacteria. One may conclude that the number of viral
DNA molecules did not increase, and each of them only received
a protein coat in the bacterium. However, it was shown in
the experiments that not every DNA molecule infect a bacterium,
and that bacteria synthesize more than one polyoma particle
per DNA molecule added, although the authors have not obtained
direct evidence of this. In these experiments there was most
rapid synthesis of many new polyoma DNA molecules, synthesis
of informational viral RNA, virus protein and formation of
whole virus particles.

The synthesis of another animal virus in bacterial cells
waE demonstrated by Ben-Gurion and Ginzburg-Tietz. In this
case encephalomyocarditis virus RNA was used as the infectious
Meterial /45/. Not only nucleic acids of animal viruses, but
also of viruses of plants and bacteria caused formation of
virus particles in cells which are foreign for them. We will
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not consider here the experiments on replication of infec-
tious TMV RNA - a virus of higher plants - in chlorella cells
1i41J, but we will consider the formation of phage particles
in tobacco leaves.

In Sander's experiments A33/ a solution of DNA extracted
from filamentous phage fd, was smeared on tha leaf and then
after known time intervals homogenates centrifuged from cell
fragments were prepared from infected leaves, added to a
culture of whole bacterial cells, and then the number of in-
fectious centers formed was calculated. After infection of
the leaves the number of plaque forming units in the extract
first increased, and then decreased, with various rates
depending upon the time of year the experiments were carried
out. Analysis indicated that synthesis of phage in the leaves
oocurs first, and then, inactivation of phage particles, the
extent of which was associated with the physiological condition
of the plant. Upon addition of intact phage to the leaves
it very rapidly disappeare' from them and no increase in the
activity of the extract was observed. Phage particles syn-
thesized in tobacco leaves were characterized by infectious-
ness for intact E. coli F* cells, the type of infectious
centers, serological properties, determined by phage protein
and sedimentation rate in density gradient. The appearance
of phage protein in leaves infected with deoxyribonucleic
acid, if fd phage replication proceeds as in 4X174 and M13

phages, indicates complimentary whole DNA is synthesized on
the single stranded DNA molecules added to the plant cells,
and this whole DNA which is already in the structure of the
replicative form serve as templates for th formation of
messenger RNA. The synthesis of phage proteins, which occurs
with the help of mRNA, can only be explained by the develop-
ment of all the synthetic phage systems in the leaf cells.

Although even the synthesis of DNA of the virus parti-
cles in plant cells was not directly demonstrated in Sander's
experiments (these results could be explained, as in the
experiments of Abel and Trautner, by the formation of phage
particles from the same DNA molecules added to the leaves,
since the concentration was 1013 of phage equivalent per
ml), this is not grounds for refuting it. In any case, there
are no major objections to the formation of virus-specific.
components of DNA-containing virus in the plant cells, al-
though in nature these viruses are not detected in plants.
In tobacco cells there are no fd phage "stripping" enzymes,
and therefore the whole phage is not infectious to them.
Only added phage DNA caused the synthesis of virus particles
in them. However, the addition of free fd phage DNA to the
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cell did not always lead to the formation of phage. In his
article Sander presents unpublished results of experiments
which demonstrated the noninfectiousness of this DNA for
chicl fibroblasts or KV cells in culture. It is possible
that in cells from vertebrates rapid inactivation of the
adde&' phage DNA or phage being synthesized occurs.

Circular Structure of Functioning Viral DNA

As was !irst demonstrated in Sinshelmer's laboratory,
only circular DNA molecules of small viruses are infectious.
Thus, #X174 phage DNA may be separated by ultracentrifuga-
tion for the most part (60-90%) into a fast component S1 and
a slow one - S2 - the product of a single nick in the chain
of the molecule from fraction Si . Only component S1 possesses
biological activity. The differential sensitivity of these
two forms of single stranded phage DNA to exonucleases, which
cleave the nucleotide only from the ends of the molecules
permitted the cyclic structure to be assigned to ne infec-
tious DNA molecules of fraction Sl, and the molecules of
fraction S2 , nicked at the "Joint", - linear /75, 76/ . The
resence of circular single stranded molecules in the DNA
preparations of *X174 phage or the 1# as in 7-phage closely
related to it, was demonstrated by electronmicroscopy /79,
33/.

The thermal stability of double stranded DNA from viruses
of the papova group depends on the circular structure. Heating
infectious DNA from polyoma or shope papilloma virus at 1000 c
for 10-20 and even 30 min., followed by rapid quenching, leads
to loss of secondary structure in the linear DNA molecules,
and in the transforming DNA, to a sharp reduction of activity,
which does not cause a reduction in infectiousness /93, 100,
152/. The resistance of infectious DNA from r.uclear poly-
hedrosis virus to heating at lOOCprobably indicates its
circular structure /20/.

Upon fractionation of polyoma virus . density gra-
dient sentrifugation its two forms were observed: the rapidly
sedimenting-F, and the slow one - S. The circular and linear
structures, respectively, were assigned to them /72/. Both
of these forms proved to be infectious /66, 71, 72/; however,
this was shown only in qualitative research. The importance
of the circular structure in infectiousness of viral fNA is
still unclear. The results of further research with the help
of electron microscopy showed A48/ that both forms of DNA -
F and S - are closed in the circle, but, probably, the first
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of these is twisted more compactly, and therefore it sedi-
menta more rapidly during ultracentrifugation, and the
second is less compact as the result of a nick in one of the
two DNA strands in the double helical circle. In this case
the second strand closed in a circle insures retention of
the circular structure of the damaged molecule. Both forms
cause both transformation of cells and also appearance of
infectious centers. Introduction of the method of qualitative
analysis of the infectiousness of DNA has permitted detection
of a difference in activity of the F- and S- forms of poly-
oma DNA /55/. It has been shown that the F- form is 10 times
more active than the S- form. Heating has little effect on
the infectiousness of the F- form, but significantly decreases
the activity of the S fraction. If one considers that both of
these fractions are circular and react differently on heating,
one may make a conclusion about the activity of the circular
hole DNA molecule of fraction F, and the appearance of the
S fraction in preparation is associated with damage of a
portion of the molecule at the time of extraction, which leads
to a nick in one of the DNA strands at the "Joint", which
joins the linear molecule in a circle. The partial untwist-
ing of the double stranded molecule, of which one of the
helices remained in the circular form, makes a loop structure.
The degree of infectiousness of the S form probably depends
on the number of damaged molecules in this fraction, on con-
taminants of the F-fraction in it and on the possibility of
restoration of the DNA structure upon entry into a sensitive
cell. The stability of infectious polyoma virus DNA upon
entr into an organism is attributed to this cyclic nature
/44. DNA has even been isolated from the blood of animals
sometime after infection with DNA preparations, in which the
Infectious properties were retained; exonucleases had no
effect at all on the circular DNA.

Native DNAs from virus particles of shope papilloma,
human papilloma, and SV 0 , are probably also double stranded
closed structures, whicl are still twisted. Shope papilloma
virus DNA miy be separated into two components which have
sedimentation coefficients of 28 S and 21 S. After dialysis
the 28 S fraction gradually converts to a form wh'ch sedi-
ments like the 21 S /63/. DNA in this virus is also in the
form of circles 409/, which may change their sedimentation
rate upon damage. It is also probable here, as in the case
of polyoma virus DNA, that both components are circular.
Upon gradient centrifugation an alkaline CaCI the DNA, very
similarly to the preceding human papilloma virus, separates
into three components: a mean fast one and two slow ones
/64/. As is known, an alkaline solution, which denatures
the DNA, the DNA molecules which already havre defects are
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damaged. Moreover. the results of the effect of DNAsse on
viral DNA indicated here that in virus DNA preparations there
are usually two components: a compact circular one and a
loose circular one, and under the Influence of alkali in
DNA with a disrupted structure there are still nicks and the
circular loose structure is converted to a linear one: the
appearance of three components in the experiments of Crawford
and several other authors /A5/ depended on this.

Dna from 40 viras has been less well studied in this
regard. Infectious DNA preparations from thii virus used in
Black's experiments /49/, were centrifuged in a density gra-
dient in Crawford's laboratory. It was shown that they con-
tain fast and slow DNA forms. Here, as in the case of shope
papilloma virus DNA, during storage the fast form converts
to the slow one /65/.

While circular DNA is found in small virus particles and
it is infectious in this form, it has not been revealed whe-
ther this is true in large phages. Deep investigation of the
structure of biologically active DNA molecules from X phage
have led, as in the case of other viruses mentioned earlier
to the discovery of various forms of viral DNA. This DNA,
isolated from phage particles in the form of long linear
molecules, may under specific conditions be sealed into a
circle by coupling its ends, which have short single stranded
complimentary portions. All research on the Infectiousness
of various forms of DNA has been carried out in the Kaiser
system (cf above). It has been shown that the Infectiousness
of DNA is lost upon enzymatJe nicking of the molecule /156/,
and also upon sealing of the ends of the linear form wt.th the
formation of circles or upon construction of single stranded
circular portions before the double helical regions by DNA-
polymerase /107, 140/. Infectiousness was established by
the effect of polymerization of the product by exonucleoase
III, which removes nuoleotides added in the presence of'
polymeres. Consequently, on the one hand Xphage circular
DNA is not infectiou, but on the other hand dawage of the
ends which doe. not permit formation of circles, also des-
troys the activity.

Coupling av , uncoupling of the ends of the DSA molecules
is a reversible process. Uncoupling of the ends of the mole-
cules may also occur during heating, but at a lci*er tempera-
ture than the "melting" t~mperature of all double helical DNA
structures. The low activity of phage circular DNA molecules
sharply increases by 20 or more times upon heating of the DNA
preparations in the range 55-70,%where only the double helical
structures melt, joining the molecule Into a circle. It is



interesting to note here that heating of infectious T7 phage
DNA at a tempera'.ure below the melting temperature increases
its activity by 3-8 times, but complete separation of the
helices of this DNA destroyed its activity /57/.

It is possible that only linear A phage DNA molecules
with undamaged single stranded ends 1-n penetrate into the
cell (in the Kaiser system!) and insure the infectious pro-
cess. However. the biological activity of DNA of this phage
in the cell is aissociated with its circularity, for which it
probably also needs coupling portions. In any case, in a
cell infected with the phage one can detect a form of virus
DNA which is similar in sedimentation rrte to the circular
undamaged double helical molecule/155/.

Immediately after infection of the cell with Aphage, the
synthesis of phage DNA begins, but its infectious properties
have not been detected. Infectious DNA appears .cnly iiuiedi-
ately before assemblage of the virus particles /70/. Thus,
in the case of infection of a cell with A phage there is an
eclipse, not only for the phage, but also for phage DNA.

As has been shown in experiments with chloramphenicol,
which inhibits protein synthesis, conversion of the nonin-
fectious form of DNA to the infectious one is associated with
the synthesis of the last protein. An interesting phenomenon
is th; eclipse phase of infectious DNA, when the replication
of viral DNA occurs, i.e. it is functioning, but at that time
is not infectious, and may explain the fact that at that time
it is found in the circular form. The last rrotein, probably
an enzyme, converts the circular form to the linear one, which
is already infectious in the Kaiser system. dowever, this is
only one of the possible explanations of this phenomenon.
Research is being continued in this direction.

There are other facts, indicating the circularity of
viral DNA, functioning in the cell. Without dwelling here
on the rather well studied replicative form of *Xl74 phage
DNA, since this property will be considered below, we will
present certain data concerning the T-even phages. With
the help of genetic methods It was demonstrated long ago
that DNA from these phages is circular (as theA phage DNA
and 3. coll chromosome are circular). Judging from the
properties of DNA in complex with protein, which is obser-
v.J in cells Infmcted with TL phage /111/, DNA of this phage

in the process of replication probably actually has a cir-
cular form. However, DNA from phage particles has not yet
been isolated 'n this form. Only after rensturation of de-
natured T2 phage DNA were circles found in its structure by
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by electron microscopy 146/. It ia still unclear whether
the structure of the DNA in the virus particles is circular,
but it is difficult to isolate in this form, or a linear
molecule with ends which may units.

Infectiousness of Intermediate Forms of Nucleic Acids,
Which do not Enter into the Structure of

the Virus Particles

As is known from the work of Sinsheimar and Spiegelman
at al, and also of other investigators, single stranded cir-
cular * X4 phage DNA in bacterial cells forma the so-called
replicative form, consisting of one Etrand of DNA of the phage
particle and one strand of complimentary DNA. Neither the
replicative form nor the complimentary DNA strand enters into
the structure of subsequent generations of virus particles
synthesized. However, this complimentary strand serves as a
template for the synthesis of messenger virus-specific RNA
in the infected cell and therefore is still called a coding
strand .

In the presence of levomycetin, circular double stranded
replicativs form DNA may be isolated from cells infected with
the phage. This form may be separated from the phage single
stranded DNA by centrifugation and a density gradient or by
colum chromatography on methylsaid albumin. Both the phage
and the replicative DNA have proved to be infectious /4, 13,
46, 59, 67, 10s, 126, 138, 143/ ; however, the replicative
form was les active (by 10-100 times).

Under specific conditions centrifugation of the repli-
cative form of the DNA gives two fractions. The major one,
designated 1, consists of 80-100% of the total amount and
sediments more rapidly than fraction I. Both have proved
to be Infectious in seroplasts 404/. Small doses of DNAase
converted the circular double stranded DNA fraction I to
fraction II, i.e. fraction II is the first product of de-
gradation of native DNA. It behaves similarly to the loose
circular structure of damaged DNA from papova group viruses.
However, here separation of the DYA strands of fraction I
by heating led to production of circular single stranded
DNA, possessing higher activity than the original form of

* the DNA. Upon action of various factors, leading to'single
mix in the native replicative #X17 4 phage NA, selection of
the damaged strand did not occur: the nick may occur both
in the phage and in the coating helices. Upon heating of
such a damaged DNA native circles form both in the phage and
coating strands.
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In experiments of Il'yashenko et ali I; was possible
to units the coating strands in the inactive form and to
show their Infectiousness A1. Consequently, the coating
strand of the DNA may play a role ir replicating strands.
Actually, it was recently Phown bT other methods that in
cells infected with #Xn74 phage propagation" of the rep-
licative form of the DNA first occurs by semi-conservative
means, i.e. both strands serve as templates for synthesis
of subsequent molecules of the replicative form, and then
eve"; before formatin of phage particles wassive synthesiv
of pbr~e DNA (entering into the structure of the phage)
occurs on this replicative form by conservative means /67/,
an, probably, does the synthesis of messenger viral RA.

In connection with the fact that the coating strand of
the replicative form of the DNA Is infectious, one must also
recall Sinaheimer's researecl devoted to obtaining in vitro
a DNA-RNA hybrid stable to RNAase on a *X174 phage DNA tem-
plate in the presence of a mixture of the four nuclevside-
triphosphates and RNA-polymerase. This double stranded
hybrid was shown to be infectious, while after calculation
in i e molecule it was approximately 10 times less active
than the free circular single stranded phage DNA, and approxi-
metely as active as the double stranded replicative form
/137/. It was also active in the role of template for the
synthesis of RNA, but less so than single stranded DNA.

In Splegelman's laboratory the formation of the DNA-
RNA hybrid was carried out under the control of electron-
microscopy. It was shown that the circle of single stranded
DNA-template is gradually converted to the DNA-RNA hybrid
structure which also has a circular form/W/. Despite
detailed investigation of the complimentary RNA strand, Its
composition and structure, no one has attempted to test its
Infectiousness. Since this RNA Is anelygous to complimentary
DNA taking the place of the phage repliostlye form, if to-
plate synthesis of DNA is possible on.RNA, then one mat
expect that the cOrcular form of the complimentary RNA will
be infoctious.

We will now ccnaider research on the possibility of
synthesizing DNA on RNA as a template anA detection of in-
termwdiate forms of nucleic acids of animal virumees.- As was
shown in 1960 in our experiments, RA preparations isolated
from tissues of the mulberry silkworm, infected with DNA-
containing nuclear polyhedroals virus, proved to be infec-
tious. When these were introduced into larvae of the mul-
berry silkworm or cabbage butterflies which are insensitive
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to the virus, typical nuclear polyhedrosis developes, which
is infectious for silkworm, but riot for the butterfly. It
was demonstrated that infectious DNA-containing virus parti-
cles are synthesized on the added RNA. Study of the proper-
ties of the RNA preparations has shown that their activity
is destroyed by the effect of heated RNAase (freed in this
way from traces of DNAase) /21/ and is not reduced by treat-
ment with DNAase /3/. These properties were also observed
in RNA preparations from a large wax moth infected with
the DNA-containing virus /9, 23-25/.

The infectious RNA which we obtained in experiments with
insects, is viral in origin, since the addition of RNA from
healthy insects did not cause viral disease (and therefore
activation of latent virus). The infectious RNA was separated
from cellular RN by chromotography on a colum with calcium
phosphate /26/. The infectious peak was sensitive to RNAase
but not to DNAase /25/.

This virus-specific infectious RNA is probably poly-
cistronic messenger RNA which is complimentary to the virus
DNA, and may be separated from insect cells Infected by
virus. It is possible that it is not mRNA of the virus, but
some other RNA, which is complimentary to the DNA, and which
plays a role in the replication of viral DNA.

Infectious RNA has not been isolated from maemalian
cells infected by TA-containing viruses. We have attempted
to obtain this RNA f"om brain tiasue infected with herpes
virus. Not one out of five RNA preparations caused the
devel6pment of encephalitis after Intracerebral injection of
these mice /2/. Similar results were obtained earlier by
other authors /39/. Similar results were ela fotmd in ex-
periments with adenovirus /24, 116/ or smallpox vaccine
virus /116/.

No RNA was detected in rod-shaped nuclear polyhedrosi
virus particles; they contain only DNA. However, there is
RNA in nuclear polyhedrons (e above). Assuming that this
RNA could represent virus-specific RNA, we extracted it frnm
the polyhedrons by the phenol method and tested its Infec-
tiousness. We did not detect activity. Only after incress-
ing the lower case pR of the phenol, when the PA begins top ~be liberated from the polyhedrons, did infeetiousness appear
in the extracts from the polyhedrons. Thp, lability of the
RNA in alkaline medium and the reduction, in Infectiousness
of the nucleic acids from the polyhedrons by DMAsea, but
not by RNAase, did not permit detection of infectious RNA
In the polyhedrons, If there is any there 45/. It Is
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difficult 4o evaluate the report made by L. M. Tarasevich In
1964 on the infeetiousness of RNA from polyhedrons obtained
by extraction with weakly alkaline solution / ./, since
data on the removal of the virus particles from the extract
is absent.

Experiments with DNA-cortsining viruses from insects
has shown the infectiousness of virus-specific RNA, which
does not enter into the structure of the virus particles,
the synthesis of virus DNA on this RNA, and thus the possi-
bility of transmitting genetic information from RNA to DNA.
This process, like all template syntheses in gnneral, is
enzomatic in character. In what form the virus-apecific
RNA may be templates for the assembly of nuclear polyhedro-
3l virus (or what intermediate forms of it) - single
stranded or double stranded - has not yet been studied.
In experiments by Tamm et al /86/ the enzomatic synthesis
(with the help of DNA-polymerase) of DNA on RNA of reovirus
occurred only on a double helical template, as in the rase
of synthesis of polydeoxyribonucleotides on polyribonuclo-
tides in the experiments of Lee-Huang and Cavalieri Aly.

In the literature there is one demonstration of the
in vivo synthesis of DNA on RNA. In experiments by Temin
virus-specific DNA was detected in cells Infected with Rous
sarcoma virus A45/. This DNA was complimentary to virus
RNA. It is quite possible that having isolated this inter-
mediate DNA, one could detect its Infectiousness, the ability
to cause the synthesLo of RNA-:ontaining virus. Temin assu-
mes that this DNA enters into the genome of the cell, per-
mitting the virus to enter a latent state. If this Is so,
then it will not be possible to isolate DNA in the Infectious
state at this stage of development of the virus, when the
DNA has already entered the composition of the DNA of the
cell. In any case, as was observed in relation to the
latent A phage, the latent nuclear polyhedrosis virus or
the latent oncogenic viruses, infectious viral DNA carrot
be separated from closely associated virus DNA and cellular
DNA.

Conclusions

In DNA-containing virtes, as in RNA-ponaning'ones,
the nucleic acid possesses the cowplete genetic information
necessary for synthesis of enzymes of the vegetative stage
and construction of the specific amino acid sequence in the
protein and nuclentides In the nuclei acil of the viral
progeny,



At the present time infectious DNA has been obtained
from more than 30 different mammalian, insect, and bacterial
viruses, both from very small, simple and from very large,
complexly structured viruses. The molecular weight of in-
fectious DNA variop from 1.3 to 130 million. It is true
that a very long DhA molecule is damaged during extraction,
and the infectious process only occurs in the case of entry
of several of these simultaneously in the cell accompanied
by the process of reccAbination.

For infectious DNP, as for RNA, the circle of suscepti-
ble hosts is wider than for intact viruses. Viral nucleic
acids cause the formation of virus particles not only in
cells which we not sensitive to virus, genetically related
to the natural virus hosts, but also in very distant ones:
reproduction of animal viruses may occur in bacteria, from
phages in plants, etc. This holds the promise of prepara-
tion of vaccines with the help of addition of infectious
nucleic acids to nonspecific cells of ths virus.

All the stages of synthesis of complete virus particles-
reproduction of nucleic acid, synthesis of viral proten,
assembly of the virus particles - mey ilso ozcur in cell-
free systemm, in which infectious nucleic acids are intro-
duced.

Investigation of the structure and function of DNA with
the use. of the Infectiveress of DNA as an index of the native-
ness of the molecule has let to the conclusion on the nece-
ssity of circular structure of DNA at the time of its re-
production and synthesis of MRNA on it. In small viruseb
single stranded and double stranded DNA are found Ir the
circular form in the virus particles.

The detection of the infectiousness of Intermediate
forms of nucleic acid of the vegetative stage of viruses
is also very interasting. These forms do not enter Into
the structure of the virus particles being ftormed. !n the
case of X174 phage - this is the replicative form of the
DNA and is the complimentary or coating strand of the TWA,
In the code of nuclear polyhedrosia virus - this is the
virus-specific RNA. The Infectiousnesa of the latter In-
dicates the possibility of tranamitting genetic Information
from RNA to DNA /19/

The field of research on infectious and oncogenio DMAe
is expanded all the m're. %uch of it has been presented
In the present review, was discovered very reocently, has
still not been #,firmed scientifically and _t times Is
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hypothetical in nature. It is possible that a portion of
the material is already obsolete at the moment of release
of this review. Nevertheless, it is quite necessary from
time to time to examine the past and to draw inferences on
material accumulated.
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